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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Abstract:  This research paper proposes to design and develop and automated controller underwater rover by the 

usage of raspberry pi. A underwater remotely controlled vehicle is named as a submerged rover as it is distantly 

controlled by the highest point of the host transport over the water surface. Presently the operational rule of a 

submerged meanderer isn't like a distantly controlled vehicle or robot. Along these lines, a steel link is of 

extraordinary need for a legitimate association among the client at the host transport and the submerged wanderer 

as this is a distantly controlled meanderer. There lies an incredible assortment of its relevance; it tends to be utilized 

for receiving the live video or still photos of the submerged life and all the submerged exercises to find out 

regarding the submerged life. It construct the work for jumpers, rescuer and pearl gatherers simpler as the wanderer 

provides the photos, live video and the wide range of various significant subtleties vital for having legitimate 

information about the submerged components. The submerged wanderer motor can be fabricated utilizing 

numerous sorts yet here we will examine about Raspberry Pi controlled motor submerged meanderer; i.e; a ROV 

submerged meanderer utilizing Raspberry Pi. Here we are proposed a method called monitor a parameter in rover 

the parameters like temperature, humidity, co2, pressure to store the data into the cloud we don’t have a good 

internet at the rover (submarines) so we are using lora transmitter send data to the network area first and receive 

the data at lora receiver and sent notifications if there any abnormal parameters in rover. 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 

  
1. Introduction 

 A remotely operated underwater vehicle is referred to as an underwater rover, as it is remotely controlled 

above the water surface from the top of the host ship. The occupied theory of a underwater rover now is not 

identical to a car or drone that is remotely controlled. For a proper communication among the user on the host 

ship and the underwater rover, a steel cable is therefore of great importance, since this is a remotely operated 

rover. There is a great assortment of its use, it can be used to learn about the underwater life to get the live video 

or still photos of the underwater life and all the underwater activities. It produce it easier for divers, rescuer and 

gem collectors to operate as the rover provides the photographs, live video and all added related information 

required to provide a proper understanding of the underwater elements. 

The underwater rover engine is designed by means of several kinds, but here we will address the underwater rover 

powered by Raspberry Pi; i.e. a ROV underwater rover by means of Raspberry Pi. Here we suggest a method 

called monitoring a rover parameter such as temperature, humidity, co2, pressure to store the data in the cloud 

that we do not have a strong internet at the rover (submarines) so we first use lora transmitter to send data to the 

network area and receive the data at the lora receiver and send alerts if there are any irregular parameters in the 

rover. 

2. Proposed System 

We are proposed a method called monitor a parameters in submarine robot setup having a sensor like 

temperature, humidity, co2, pressure and store the data into the cloud we don’t have a good internet at the 

rover(submarines) so we are using lora transmitter send data to the network area first and receive the data at lora  

receiver and sent notifications  using twilio if there any abnormal parameters in rover 
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Figure.1. System Block Diagram 

3.  Literature Review 

Ponla chart Chotikarn have developed a minimal effort submarine robot by means of volume change 

strategy to differ robot's thickness (that is like a stabilizer) by Pressure driven seal and O-ring rubbers appended to 

limit water spilling. Christoph Waldmann has planned a Crawler by utilizing a lot of refined wheels that can haul 

up the dirt residue to clear a route for learning about them. They utilized wheels as they can hold the energy 

proficiency to a specific cutoff and a source is been associated for every organization. N.D. Jayasundere has 

imagined a ROV controlled robot that can work up to a specific profundity of 10m; a Fluffy rationale movement 

is presented for a superior form of the yield signals being created. The gadgets divide is being mounted inside 

appropriately furthermore Drove lights and a Raspberry Pi microcomputer is utilized structure enlightenments and 

getting recordings separately. A. Khamene has demonstrated a way how Sound system vision under ocean bottoms 

can be completed changing two-dimensional pictures over to three-dimensional pictures. Various alignments and 

binocular vision in the actual profundity of the sea is very much considered, in this way offering a gigantic 

commitment to Maritime science. Samreen Amir pondered keeping up our oil pipelines and transmission lines 

under the ocean depths, in this way, making out a quad leg wanderer. In the model, Hough's change (a strategy 

wherein estimated occasions are seen by democratic procedure) and concealing methods are examined for keeping 

wires safe. A Raspberry Pi (Broadcom BC2835) and Intel Center Processor T7250 are utilized for feeding the 

nature of  pullulating.  

M.D.Ageev progressed the idea of the underwater vehicle by utilizing optical fiber links to send 

information connects and can function according to the provided orders. They work by functioning sonar and 

administrator reassure close to much modernized cross-over engines. GUI's are underscored for multi-UI by Photon 

QNX and two television cameras (one up and one more down) alongside GPS and radio modem is additionally 

seen. Jamal Tariq Mian proffer an AUV controlled underwater vehicle that has FPGA(Field Programmable gate 

array) innovation in corresponding by scheming the servo engines. Here, an audio correspondence is so essential 

to send the signs quicker. Variable vector signals are utilized for the drive and the chip Z84CO15 is utilized to 

fulfill all the important modules. The recurrence is created by the PC and by FSK (Recurrence Move Keying) 

technique the sign is intensified and imparted as a ultrasonic sign. FPGA at that point makes a decision about the 

sonic wave being communicated which thusly makes the PWM the clock that in the end triggers the servomotors 

and signals to act. Takuya Fumigate expected with another sort of method named Input depended Multi-see video 

web based. Because of the waves present in the profound elevations, the transfer speed of the sign turns out to be 

sufficiently low to watch in various interfaces all at once. To forestall this, FMS-UAN is acquainted with bring 

down the time period rate and give a superior rendition of  pullulating. 

4.  Methodologies  

4.1  Raspberry pi: 

 The raspberry pi is a sequence of small single-board PCs produced in the US by the raspberry pi 

foundation to put the force of processing and digital making under the control of individuals everywhere on the 

world. In the event that toward the starting the points of raspberry pi project were inclined towards the 

advancement of instructing of essential software engineering in schools and in agricultural nations, it quickly 

ventured into a more extensive scope of utilization, as the first model become extremely mainstream than 

foreseen.  

 The Raspberry Pi establishment is working away at one more model of the mainstream Raspberry Pi 

sheets, as the Raspberry Pi 3 model B board. The new board looks fundamentally the same as Raspberry Pi 2 

model B, yet adds on-board Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n (2.4GHz just) and Bluetooth 4.0. How about we play "recognize 

the distinction" with Raspberry Pi 2 at the top and Raspberry Pi 3 under. We'll discover the Wi-Fi/BT chip 
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reception apparatus on the upper left corner, and two through openings on the privilege of the 40-pin connectors, 

likely the RUN header for reset that can be found on the RPi2 where the chip radio wire is presently positioned 

on RPi 3. So the through openings are not new, they’ve just moved it. All connectors have the exact same 

placement between the two versions. Let’s check out the other side of the board. 

4.2 Arduino 

Arduino will be a open-source hardware and software company, task and client Group that outlines What's 

more produces single-board microcontrollers and microcontroller kits for construction advanced units. Its fittings 

results are authorized under a CC-BY-SA license, same time programming may be certified under those GNU 

lesser general public license (LGPL) or the GNU general public license (GPL), permit to fabricate of Arduino 

sheets and product movement Toward Any individual. Arduino sheets would easy to get too commercially from 

the authority website alternately through sanctioned distributors. 

4.3 Temperature & Humidity Sensor 

DHT11 might be an minimal effort digital sensor for sensing temperature and humidity. This sensor 

might a chance to be undoubtedly interfaced for at whatever micro-controller for example, Arduino, raspberry pi 

and many that observe and stock arrangement of all instrumentation might be module. On measure humidity and 

more temperature promptly DHT11 humidity and temperature sensor may be accessible as an sensor and 

concerning illustration a module. The contrast among this sensor furthermore module will be the pull-up resistor 

and a power-on headed. DHT11 may be a relation temperature sensor. Should determine the nearby air this sensor 

employments an thermistor and a capacitive moisture sensor.  

 
Figure.2. Temperature and Humidity sensor 

4.4 Gas Sensor 

A few sorts for microphones are utilized today, which utilize distinctive routines on change over those 

pneumatic force varieties of a sound unit on a electrical sign the majority normal would those progressive 

microphone, which utilization a loop from claiming wire suspended On a attractive field; those condenser 

microphone, which utilization those vibrating stomach Similarly as a capacitor plate; and the contact microphone, 

which utilization a Precious stone of piezoelectric material. The majority regularly utilized gas sensor may be 

those metal oxide semiconductor built gas sensor. 

 
Figure.3. Gas Sensor Module pinout 

4.5 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 Ultrasonic sensors works by hurling out a sound wave at frequency over that extent of mankind's 

hearing. Those transducers of the sensor demonstrations a microphone receiver and hurl out the ultrasonic sound. 

Our ultrasonic sensors, similar to numerous others, utilize a absolute transducer to send a pulse and to get those 

reverberation. The sensor determines the distance by a target toward measuring period lapses among the sending 

and accepting of the ultrasonic pulse. 
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                                                                    Fig.4. Ultrasonic Sensor 

4.6 DC Motor 

Motors are configured in lots of types and sizes, as well as brush less, servo, and gear motor types. A 

motor contains of a rotor and a permanent magnetic field stator. The magnetic field is preserved by means of 

permanent magnets or electromagnetic windings. DC motors are mainly worn in variable speed and torque. 

  Movement furthermore organizes disguise a general variety from claiming segments that somehow are 

used to create or control movement. Zones inside this class incorporate bearings also bushings, grasps Also 

brakes, controls and drives, drive components, encoders also determines, coordinated circuit movement control, 

farthest point switches, straight actuators, straight also rotational movement components, straight position 

sensing, motors (mutually AC Also dc motors), introduction position sensing, pneumatics and pneumatic 

components, positioning stages, slides and guides, control transmission (mechanical), seals, slip rings, solenoids, 

springs. 

 
                                      Figure.5. DC Motor 

4.7 Python 

Python 2 and more Python 3 turn pre-installed on Raspbian operating systems, anyhow should introduce 

Python looking into an alternate Linux OS alternately should overhaul it, basically run a standout amongst these 

commands toward those command prompt:. 

4.8 Algorithm 

Step1: Connect the sensors using mcp 3008(adc) and robot setup to the Arduino using l293d driver IC 

Step2: Select the mode of operation of the pin either input or output 

Step3: Robot moving in a particular path 

Step4: Collect the sensor information from the Arduino LoRaTx 

Step5: Data will be received by the LoRaRx which is connected to the raspberry pi 

Step6: Using urllib module send all sensors data to the thing speak cloud we can be able to see the data       in the 

form of graph 

Step7: Is their any abnormal SMS will be sent using Twilio cloud 

4.9 Thing Speak 

Thing speak may be an IoT analytics stage administration that allows you will aggregate, demonstrates 

and dissect carry on with data streams in the cloud. Relic talk gives moment demonstrations of data given Toward 

your units to relic talk. For the ability gives MATLAB® code to relic banter may gives web examination 

Additionally get ready of the data Thus Similarly as it dives done. Relic banter might a chance to be consistently 

used with prototyping What's more All the more confirmation starting with asserting ticket IoT frameworks that 

require analytics. 

5.  Results 

This research hardware results about need been effectively designed and tested. Coordinating features 

from claiming every last one of equipment parts utilized bring formed it. Vicinity for every module needs 

contemplated out and set deliberately by this lines helping of the best working of the unit. Secondly, utilizing 
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exceptionally given IC’s and for the help about deploying engineering organization those one task need been 

effectively implemented. 

 
Figure.6. Hardware Developed Kit 

 

The below graphical representation shows the variations in temperature, gas and humidity which are detected by 

our developed device.  

 
                                                                    Figure.7. Graphical Representation 

6.  Conclusion  

This research work proposed the underwater robot which mot gives information about temperature, 

humidity and gas but also sends an alert message to register gadget. Apparently, our objective may be gifting 

and totally stage at it goes on angling or scuba diving; it gives guarantees toward observing the depth altitudes 

if it is agreeable alternately not. Separated as we are attempting with swoop it in distinctive territories in 

lakes, estuaries, ponds or oceans on would like for finding whatever novel species that might make theme of 

research. Our future fill in incorporates settling on the entire framework remote on underscore those 

approachability done a more extensive sense also we need aid scaling with respect to it. 

Future Work 

This work will extend as a profitable product. In future it can use to adding artificial intelligence, 

controlling smart mirror with hand gestures 
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